
AMWA Designs x The Bespoke Boutique

present

Fusion Lights

AMWA Designs x The Bespoke Boutique are delighted to 
present their debut collection, Fusion Lights.  

The collection showcases an exciting and sophisticated 
appreciation of colour, bold prints, details and shapes. The 
11piece collection features five print designs across nine 
colour ways. Drum and tapered lampshades are partnered 
with curvaceous stands from The Bespoke Boutique’s 
Figura Lamp collection. Fusion Lights also features the 
Kaleidoscope lamp, a daring yet chic piece with an accent 
on print and patterns.  All lampshades are available to buy 
individually and can be used as pendants too.

Fusion Lights is born from a chance encounter between 
AMWA Designs and The Bespoke Boutique at Milan 
Design Week in 2015. Together they share a passion for 
the craft of handmade and luxury – Fusion Lights beautifully 
reflects this.

Maja Djordjic, Creative Director of The Bespoke Boutique 
says,“It is very exciting that we have embarked on this 
curious and creative journey. Bringing what we do best to 
the table and developing designs was interesting and 
enjoyable. It has resulted in a collection that is distinctively 
stylish and refined.”

Chrissa Amuah, Creative Director and Founder of AMWA 
Designs says, “Collaborating with The Bespoke Boutique 
has been such an involved and exciting journey. This 
collection offers innovative lighting options for both 
homes and commercial spaces. The collection really is 
refreshingly different to what’s currently out there.”

- END -



NOTES TO EDITOR:

About AMWA Designs
AMWA Designs creates homeware and interiors textiles 
and print designs for commercial and domestic spaces. It 
is built on the principle that our surrounding spaces 
should be enveloped with beautiful furnishings that evoke 
powerful and positive thoughts within us. AMWA Designs 
beautifully combines elements of colour, pattern, texture 
and geometry. Adinkra symbols and proverbs of Ghana 
are the inspiration. The symbols serve a decorative 
function, but also convey traditional wisdoms and adages. 
The meanings of Adinkra are timeless and transcend all 
cultures. AMWA Designs sees them as motivation for 
21st century living.

W www.amwadesigns.com
E info@amwadesigns.com
T +44(0)7947 251 274
Instagram amwa_designs

About The Bespoke Boutique
Artisans of bespoke lighting, The Bespoke Boutique 
works with industry professionals and private clients.  
Specialising in both the traditional and contemporary 
production techniques and working with an extensive 
range of fabrics and materials, we are creating handmade 
products of exquisite quality.  We relish the opportunity 
to be creatively challenged.
Inspired by the team's passion for arts, travel and cultural 
diversity, our distinctive lamp collections continue to 
grow.
Past projects include residential properties and 
commercial establishments, and much cherished 
collaborations with textile designers and artists. 

W www.thebespokeboutique.co.uk
E maja@thebespokeboutique.co.uk
T +44 7962 175122
Instagram thebespokeboutique

For purchasing and press enquiries, please contact either:

AMWA Designs 
info@amwadesigns.com / +44(0)7947 251 274

Or

The Bespoke Boutique  lampshades@thebespokeboutique.co.uk / 
+44(0)7962 175 122


